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1 Introduction

In this paper we propose a routing methodology
which is appropriate for Deep Sub-micron (DSM) tech
nologies, and also survey possible routing techniques
that would be applicable in the context of this method
ology. In its most general form, the routing problem
can be viewed as finding wiring connections between
electrically equivalent pins, utilizing one or more layers
of metal, while avoiding obstzicles present possibly on
every layer of metal. This general formulation (called
area routing) has been traditionally used for routing
printed circuit boards (PCBs) and multi-chip modules
(MCMs). This formulation is general enough to en-
compziss routing in integrated circuits as well. How
ever, more specialized forms of routers have tradition
ally been used for ICs.

With rapid adveinces in VLSI processing in the DSM
era, many new constraints Eire being imposed on the de
tailed routing problem. We discuss these changes and
the corresponding new constraints, and review solu
tion techniques that Eure likely to work in this new sce-
nsirio. We sirgue why the trEiditional routing method
ology of first performing a global routing step, then
utilizing switchbox or channel routers, is inadequate
in this new scenario. Rather, area routers, which
have been useful in MCM and PCB design are more
promising for ICs. Area routing techniques have been
reviewed eis part of several surveys on physicsd de
sign [KO90, Oht86, DL89]. In these works, however,
the focus of study is very general. We also show how
some of the routing techniques used for analog systems
are well suited to routing in the presence of the new
constraints.

The rest of this paper is organized eisfollows. In Sec
tion 2 we discuss DSM technology trends, and in Sec
tion 3 we outline the effect of these trends on the rout

ing problem. Section 4 describes our proposed rout
ing methodology, while Section 5 surveys routing tech
niques that Eure applicable to our methodology. Area
routing techniques from various application domains
such as digital ICs, MCMs, PCBs and analog systems
have been reviewed in this section, while conventional

IC detailed routing techniques such as channel and
switchbox routing have been omitted. Section 6 pro
vides a short introduction to Ewicelerated routing tech
niques, while Section 7 provides some concluding re
marks.

2 Trends in Deep Sub-micron
Technologies

Recent advances in VLSI processing technology have
given cause for us to rethink many CAD algorithms.
Due to aggressive advances, especially in the intercon
nect, many traditional CAD algorithms or methodolo
gies need to be modified or redesigned. In this section
we discuss the trends in VLSI processing that provide
us with these interesting chsillenges and opportunities.

Modern fabrication processes usually have several
layers of interconnect. In fact it is predicted that fab
rication processes will have as mEiny as nine layers of
metal within the next seven yeaxs [NTR97]. As a re
sult of this increase, it is imperative that new routing
techniques be utilized.

Assume that the general process scaling factor is S,
Eind the chip scaling factor is Sc- For a typical pro
cess generation (18 months) S —1.44, and Sc = 1.14,
based on empirical data [Bak90]. Hence the number of
transistors that can be packed on a single die increases
proportionate to • Sq with every generation. This
results in increasing design complexity.

The above scaling arguments sdso suggest that inter
connect resistance as well as via resistance grows pro
portionately with S. Since interconnect length (and ca-
pEicitance) grows proportionately with Sc, we find that
the delay for long wires on the chip increEises quadrat-
ically, limiting the performEmce of the overall design.
This is called the long wire problem. It constrsiins the
router to minimize individual net lengths while per
forming the routing tsisk.

New interconnect models Eire discussed in [Kir97],
which account for changes in wire shapes and aspect
ratios. It is shown that the coupling capacitance be
tween two wires as a fraction of the total capEu:itance



increases as wire spacing decreeises. In deep-submicron
processes, this meauis that the signal transitions of a
wire of interest are aifected by those of its immediate
neighbors. Hence both signal integrity and delay of the
wire of interest are adversely affected. This translates
to new constraints on the router.

With process scaling, [Bak90] shows that electromi-
gration effects degrade as {Sc)^/S'^. Electromigration
is a reliability problem, which occurs due to high cur
rent densities in power supply and signal wires. It
causes atoms of the wires to migrate in the direction
of flow of current.

Another effect that is aggravated with scaling is self-
heat, which is caused by the Joule heating of the wire.
Although the self-heat limit is an order of magnitude
less than DC electromigration limits, it scales very
poorly. Self heat problems scale proportional to S.

3 Effect of DSM Technologies on
Routing

With the advent of deep submicron technologies, in
terconnect trends s^e increasingly becoming critical in
determining the overall functionality and performance
of the design, as discussed in Section 2. In this section
we detail how these trends will affect routers in the

future.

Until a few generations ago, ICs typically had two
layers of metal along with polysilicon, available to re
alize the routing. Since the functional blocks also used
these metal layers to realize their interned wiring, over-
the-cell routing was not feeisible. Thus explicit routing
regions needed to be defined. This, coupled with a
row-based layout methodology gave rise to a natural
partition of the routing space into channels and switch-
boxes. Therefore, specialized detailed routers, such as
channel and switchbox routers worked well in this sce

nario. With the availability of three or four layers of
interconnect the situation changed only marginally.

However, with the advancement of processing tech
nology, it is predicted that fabrication processes will
have as many as nine layers of metal within the next
seven years [NTR97]. As a result, a routing method
ology which cam intelligently handle this extra flexibil
ity will be required. Such a methodology should care
fully budget the available routing resources on different
metal layers.

Given the large number of metal layers available for
routing, explicit routing regions are not required to be
defined for routing. The prevalent industry practice
for high end designs is to abut rows of cells and use an
area router to perform the interconnections. According
to [ZW97], channels are no longer accurate models for

routing resources in such technologies and area routing
is a robust and generEd approach that can be used. In
these respects, the IC routing problem bears a strik
ing similarity to the MCM and PCB routing problems,
domains where area routing techniques have been very
successful.

The rapidly increasing size and complexity of de
signs requires major modiflcations to CAD algorithms
and data structures, and in some cases, suggests al
together new CAD approaches and methodologies. In
particular, this is true for the routing problem as well.

New constraints will be plaiced on the routing tools
of the deep-submicron era. The long wire problem will
require that the routing tools ensure that individual
route lengths are less than a threshold value. Also,
strict constraints on crosstalk noise will require that
certain critical nets are not routed too close to each

other. Such constraints will need to be passed along to
the routers of the future.

Electromigration amd self-heating problems require
that current densities in wires not exceed a threshold

value. In caise a route is much longer than the man-
hattan distance between its terminals, the increased
capacitance leads to high current densities. This re
quires the use of a wider metal wire. Since the exact
length of each route is only known during the routing
phase, this constraint is best enforced by a router.

Hence, for high performance deep sub-micron de
signs, routers will need to respect multiple and strict
constraints of delay, crosstalk noise, electromigration
smd thermal effects. These constraints can easily be
incorporated in area routers; there are examples of ex
isting maze type area routers which respect one or more
of these constraints. For example, in analog settings,
maze routers have been used to perform routing while
respecting such constraints. It is predicted that analog
effects will limit the performance of high end designs in
deep submicron technologies. Thus, area routers would
seem to be the routers of choice for these applications.

So we define the DSM routing problem as an area
routing problem.

3.1 Problem Definition

The area routing problem can be defined as follows:
Given m avmlable metaJ layers, and n signal nets

(each of which comprises a set of electrically equivalent
pins) find an interconnection between the pins of each
signal net, subject to

• arbitrary sized obstacles present on each layer i.

• individual pins of each signal net present on pos
sibly different metal layers.

• various geometric and electrical constraints



In the remainder of this paper, we survey promising
software and hardware solutions to the DSM routing
problem in ICs. For reasons described above, we review
area routing techniques from application areas such as
digital ICs, MCMs, PCBs and analog systems, while
traditional detailed routing schemes such as channel
and switchbox routing have been omitted.

4 Routing Methodology

Given the complexity of the routing problem and
the strict performance constraints, it is difficult to en
vision that a flat or bottom-up approach will be very
successful. A top-down approach seems to be more
feasible. In such an approach, the design is hierarchi
cally decomposed into smaller components. In a typical
high performance design, these components can be the
different macro blocks that constitute the design and
the interconnect. High level performance speciflcations
such as delay axe pre-assigned to each of the compo
nents in such a way that if all the components can
be designed to meet their respective speciflcations, the
overall speciflcation of the design is met by construc
tion. If, on the other hand, the speciflcation for certain
components is not met, the constraints are reassigned.
Such a methodology has been successfully applied for
analog and mixed signal designs [CCC'̂ 97].

For the design of interconnect, i.e., routing, the con
straints on performance were mapped on to the con
straints on the layout geometry [CSV90] using perfor-
memce sensitivities. The router was required to flnd
the routes for each component respecting its geometric
constraints. This constraint driven routing scheme was
proposed as a part of the overall top-down constraint
driven design approach for analog circuits [CCC'̂ 97].
This is a promising methodology but needs modiflca-
tions if it is to be applied in a digital setting where
the problem size is much larger than typical analog
problems. For instance, given the complexity of digi
tal circuits and the fact that factors such as crosstalk

noise critically affect the performance of DSM design,
the number of routing constraints generated will be
extremely large. A router, even if it is hierarchical,
which has to respect all these constraints will be ex
cessively slow aind in many cases may not be able to
flnd a feasible solution even if one exists. Hence the set

of constraints needs to be pruned to meJce the routing
algorithm robust.

There are two attractive techniques which prune the
cross-talk constraints. In (Kir97] the concept of digital
sensitivity was introduced. It was observed that the
set of constraints can be further pruned by observing
that all signal pairs in a design do not interact because
either their transitions are sufficiently staggered in time

or the effect of their interactions cannot be observed at

the output due to the structural characteristics of the
logic that is implemented. This analysis is performed
at the logic level using functional and timing analy
sis. The number of constraints is thus greatly reduced
and the router has a better chance of finding a feasible
solution.

For high performance designs, design styles other
than static CMOS sure usually employed for implement
ing high speed logic. These design styles typically sac
rifice the noise immunity of static CMOS for perfor
mance gains. This further aggravates their sensitivity
to crosstalk. Hence the number of constraints for the

router will increase significantly. A novel way of tack
ling this problem is to use a pre-characterized lay
out style or fabric. Here the cross-coupling capaci
tance is pre-characterized and hence can be controlled
at the time of layout. One such approach was pro
posed in [KMB''"98] where every signal line is shielded
with power supply and ground lines to effectively elim
inate the cross-coupling capacitance. For DSM tech
nologies, it was shown that the delay variation due to
cross-coupling capacitsmce was 2% as against 98% for
a non-fabric layout style. This can also be viewed as
effectively pruning the set of constraints, thereby en
abling the router to flnd a feasible solution quickly.
This uniform mesh of wires also results in very small
power supply and ground resistance. Further since the
current return path (through the supply lines) is right
next to the signal lines, signal line inductance is small
and predictable. This increased predictability is ob
tained at the expense of layout area.

5 Routing Techniques

The most general method of solving the routing
problem is to find a method that routes all the nets
simultaneously. These techniques have the advan
tage of generating very high quality routes. The ai>
proach of [SSF93] views the routing problem as a multi-
commodity network flow (MCNF) problem and for
mulates it as an integer linear programming problem
with constraints on wire capacity. Performance degra
dation is incorporated in the cost function instead of
adding it gis a constraint. A region adjacency graph
is constructed for the MCNF whose vertices are the

routing regions and the edges represent the Eidjacency
relationship between routing regions. Each edge has
two weights, wire capacity and Manhattan distance be
tween the center of the routing regions. The routing
step consists of finding paths for the wires connecting
the corresponding vertices of the graph. Even though
the technique was originally proposed for the global
routing problem, it can be used for detailed routing as
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well.

Li and Carothers [LC96] tackle this problem by find
ing a small number of candidate routes for each net.
They construct a route compatibility graph with edges
representing geometric or electrical incompatibilities
between different routes and determine the routes by
heuristically selecting a compatible set of routes from
the graph.

Nagamatu et al. [NISY95] view this as a decision
problem of allocating grid points to different nets (or
keeping the grid point vacant). An actual legal routing
is produced by constraining this allocation to ensure:

• Continuity of the path from source to sink for each
net

• No grid point is allocated to more than one net

• Each net route is a tree rather than a DAG

The problem is formulated as a nonlinear and non-
convex continuous optimization problem with total
wire length as the cost function. This is then numeri
cally solved with the method of Lagrangian Multipliers
using Euler's method.

Given the projected complexity of the DSM routing
problem, it is difficult to see if these techniques will be
feasible. There are a host of other approaches which
try to cope with the complexity of the problem using
some innovative techniques which we now describe.

5.1 Sequential Routing Techniques

The traditional and most common way of dealing
with the complexity of the routing task is to serially
route the nets one at a time, under some heuristic pre-
ordering of the nets. The completion rate of these
techniques would therefore appeeu: to be sensitive to
the order in which the nets are routed. However, for
digital designs [Abe72] found that no ordering scheme
works well for all instances of the routing problem. He
concluded that routing results are statistically inde
pendent of the ordering of nets. Even for some re
stricted wire density range, no ordering demonstrated
a substantially consistent superiority. Most of the tech
niques in this section address the problem of routing a
single two terminal net. It is implicit that there is
a suitable net ordering heuristic complementing the
scheme, producing an ordered set of pin-pair routing
instgmces.

The techniques are discussed under the three bro£id
categories of gridded, gridless and hybrid} schemes.
Gridded routers discretize the routing space into a rout
ing grid and operate with a single grid point as the
atomic unit of storage and computation. They are ca
pable of operating under complicated routing scenar
ios, with arbitrary cost functions and can usually guar
antee finding a route if one exists. However, they are
limited by the size of problems they can handle. Grid
less routers, on the other hand, formulate the routing
problem on a continuous plane and operate on path
segments rather than grid points, thereby providing a
fast and memory efficient alternative to their gridded
counterparts. They are, however, neither as exhaustive
nor as flexible as the latter and hence provide weaker
guarantees, if any, on the cost functions they can han
dle and the quality of solutions they can produce. The
category of hybrid techniques includes those techniques
which either combine aspects of both gridded and grid
less schemes or are general enough to be used with both
gridded and gridless frameworks.

5.1.1 Gridded Routing Techniques

Of all the grid based area routers proposed in Utera-
ture, Lee's approach [LeeGl] based on maze running is
by far the most popular one. In addition to being the
first work in this area, it is also the basis for a majority
of the proposed techniques on gridded area routing. In
the following we briefly describe Lee's algorithm and
then review a number of other published techniques
which are based on the general framework of Lee's al-

^The categorization into gridded and gridless schemes is not
unique to serial routing schemes. However, it so happens that
schemes reported in other categories viz. segment expansion, are
primarily gridded.



gorithm. We also survey some fundamentally different
formulations of the gridded area routing problem.

5.1.1.1 Lee's Algorithm Lee's algorithm oper
ates on a routing grid onto which routed objects and
free routing space have been mapped. There is a cost
function defined on paths on the routing grid. The
objective of the algorithm is to find a minimum cost
route between two specific points on this grid which
are distinguished as source (s) and target (t) points
respectively. The cost function is allowed to be a vec
tor of scalar cost functions as long as there is a total
order defined on the components of the vector. Ad
ditionally, each of these scalar cost functions should
be monotonically non-decreasing in the path length
(i.e. a sub-path of a path cannot have cost more than
that of the path). Under these constraints, Lee's algo
rithm can be viewed as a generedization of Dijkstra's
single-source shortest path algorithm [Dij59] for non-
negative edge weight graphs. In Lee's formulation the
routing grid corresponds to the graph and the mono-
tonic, multi-dimensional cost function represents a con
venient generalization of the non-negative edge weights
on the graph. A neighborhood function is used to im
plicitly represent the edges of the graph. This function
gives for each grid-point the set of grid points reach
able from it in a single step. Thus, in finding a source
to target path Lee's algorithm essentially performs a
shortest path search from s until a shortest path to t is
found. This search is termed wavefront expansion since
it can be seen as a set of "explored" grid points (also
called cells) progressively expanding outwards from the
source towards the target. The cells on the boundary
of this explored set constitute the frontier. The path
optimality of Lee's algorithm follows from the proof of
optimality of Dijkstra's algorithm.

Prom the above description of the algorithm we see
that different variemts of this algorithm can be reahzed
simply by changing the cost function and the neigh
borhood function. In the following we describe several
such schemes that have been proposed in the literature.

5.1.1.2 Lee's Extensions

Reducing Memory Requirement: Some of the
first optimizations to Lee's algorithm were introduced
for reducing the memory requirement, since memory
would appear to be an obvious bottleneck of any grid
ded approach. As proposed by Lee, cells in the fron
tier are assigned the same label at each step of wave-
front expansion and the storage space required for
the label of each cell would be [logn] bits where n
is the maximum label number. This was reduced to

two [Hoe76, Ake67] and three [Rub74b] by modifying
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Figure 2: Lee's Algorithm (X denote obstacles) and
the numbers indicate the distemce of the cells from the

source

the labeling scheme appropriately. Hightower [Hig83]
demonstrated that Lee's algorithm (along with it's
speedup techniques) can be used to perform two layer
maze routing with almost the same memory require
ment as one layer. In recent work, Soukup [Sou92] de
scribes various methods for further reducing the mem
ory requirement. His scheme requires storing only the
cost of frontier {active) and vicinity {passive) cells.
This cost is stored in binary heaps. Cells with the
same cost are stored in a circular list. Since the set

of active costs at an instance is small, the number of
lists is small. Obstacles axe stored as rectangles rather
than bit maps. He also proposes an improved paging
algorithm for efficient memory access.

Cost Function: There axe a host of techniques
which use different cost function to obtain routes with

certain characteristics. In order to perform a more
directed search towards the target, Rubin [Rub74b]
used the A* algorithm, where the cost function is
modified by adding the lower bound of the cost
of reaching the target from the current position
/(c)=cost(s,c)-l-LB(c, f) where s is the source, c is the
current cell and t is the target cell. This modification
results in expansions away from the target being penal
ized more heavily. This idea is also used in [MSV93]
in an analog setting. Additionally their cost function
takes into account localized congestion and parasitics
and their sensitivities to performance.

Korn [Kor82] modified Rubin's cost function by scal
ing the lower bound by a factor (called over-pull) to fur
ther prune the search space. However, the optimaUty of
the routes is lost as the cost function is no longer mono-
tonic. This idea was also used by [WOYT98] along with
the capability to handle variable width and spacing for



nets, as required by high speed applications. The ap
proach described in [Het98] is an adaptation of Rubin's
algorithm to interval labeling. Storage of and opera
tions on the interval are much more efficient than op
erating on the grid. The author uses a modified form of
this algorithm to compute the minimal weighted rip-up
set for the subsequent rip-up and reroute phase. The
global cost estimator in [AS88] takes into account the
added cost of going around obstacles when computing
the lower bound.

Lee [Lee61] demonstrated the ability of his scheme
by defining different cost functions and thus obtaining
paths with minimal crossing, minimed edge-effect (i.e.
routes avoid those cells which are neighbors of obsta
cles) and a combination of these two properties. The
algorithm proposed in [Haid76] uses the detour num
ber (number of times the path moves away from the
target) as the cost function. It is shown that length
of the path is the sum of the Manhattan distance and
twice the detour number. A modified version of Lee's

algorithm is used in [Hei69] for 2D maze routing with
a cost function that minimizes via count. The cost

function in [Pug78] includes the cost of vias, channel
congestion and penalizes the direction orthogonal to
the preferred direction on the given layer etc. The
multi-layer maze routing scheme by Hightower [Hig83]
also uses dynamic cost schemes to encourage or dis
courage nets from getting routed close to other nets or
obstacles. More complicated cost functions have been
successfully used in maze routers for analog applica
tions. LIBRA [OKK92, OKK93] incorporates perfor
mance (DC, AC and transient) sensitivities to process
parameter variations, stray wire resistance and capac
itance and device heat generation in the cost function.
Several other routers for analog applications use Lee's
maze router [zBMK''*93, SSA89, MSKH93, SKK''"90).
The single layer maze router of [BDRV92] uses a cross
between best-first and breadth-first path search.

Sequentially routed solutions are dependent on rout
ing order, frequently a cause of incomplete routing.
The method proposed in [Sup82] uses a heuristic cost
function to discourage candidate routes from using grid
points close to terminals of unrouted nets. Routes are
determined by solving the shortest path problem on
a modified graph instead of the usual Lee grid graph
which is shown to be inadequate in representing the
proposed cost function. The approach in [SSU85] sac
rifices the optimality of the length of routes for the
ease of completing subsequent routes. The routes tend
to adhere to the obstacles as much as possible thereby
leaving large empty spaces for subsequent nets. Here
the cost function is modified to minimize the maxi

mum of the difference of the x and y coordinates of
the current vertex and the teirget. A line search algo-

Figure 3: The connection graph (shaded regions are
obstacles)

rithm with built-in avoidance of concave obstacle area

is used in [KU85]. It also uses sub-taurgets to improve
the quality of results.

Neighbourhood Function: Some techniques
modify the neighbourhood function to restrict
the search space. Line search schemes^ can be
viewed as schemes which allow all the cells in the

straight line from a cell to be in it's neighbourhood.
Soukup's [Sou78] maze router performs a line search
towards the target and uses Lee's wavefront expansion
to "bubble" auound an obstaicle till it has a cleair path
toweirds the target. The approach in [TYKS80] defines
a macro which is an L shape box encompassing the
source(s) and taj:get(s). At each iteration, the maze
router is constrained to find a route in the macro. The

size of the macro is increased after each iteration thus

enabling failed nets to be routed. The sea-of-gates
router in [BW90] uses the idea of preferred half plane
for expansion before trying the whole grid.

Zheng et al. [ZLI93] construct a connection graph for
the current routing problem and use it for propagating
the wavefront. The connection graph is formed by the
intersection of maximal horizontal and vertical exten

sions of the obstacles in the region and maximal line
segments from the source and the target (Figure 3).
They show that if a path exists from source to target
in the original graph, then the length of the shortest
path in the connection graph is the same as the length
of the shortest path in the original graph. This graph
can be constructed in O(tIclognc + e) time where ric is
the number of corner points and e is the total number
of edges in the connection graph. This notion can be

^These can be gridded as well as gridless. Gridless schemes
will be described later.



generalized to rectilinear minimum spanning trees.
Adler and Scheible [AS88] describe an interactive

router where they use the concept of magnets to pull
the routes in the preferred directions. Obstacles are
expanded to avoid design rule violations. They use a
shifting window to bound the wavefront expansion in
a pre-specified area and move this window from source
to target with time. Watanabe et al. [WKS87] pro
pose an algorithm for finding the shortest path which
also has minimum number of bends. By wavefront ex
pansions from source and target the set of all possible
shortest paths from source to destination is identified.
A line expansion algorithm then finds the minimum
bend path among these. Vai et al. [VAC90] propose a
different labeling technique for this which requires only
one wavefront expansion. The approach of (MAU86]
allows multi-layer wiring and diagonal wiring. The
cost eissigned to each wiring layer can be controlled.
The approach in [AA81] uses net ordering and Lee's
maze router with a spiraling search. The neighbour
hood function can also be suitably modified to handle
45° lines [AS98, SFH+91).

Huijbregts et al. [HEJ94] address the question of
maze routing avoiding illegal wiring patterns, i.e. de
sign rule violations. The authors show that for a layout
modeled as a grid graph finding a legal path between
source and destination £ind finding a legal path with
cost less than a specified value are both NP-complete.
They also present two heuristics to guide the wavefront
expansion so as to find valid paths.

Multi-terminal nets: A popular approach for
routing multi-terminal nets is to intelligently decom
pose the problem to that of routing several two termi
nals nets. For instance, [WOYT98] use a guided vari
able cost maze router where the wavefront expansion
happens in the direction of the nearest terminal in case
the cost of expanding into more cells is the same. On
the other hand, [HJ93] start wavefront expansions from
each of the k terminals. When two wavefronts meet, a
minimum cost net segment is found and a new wave-
front is started. They also use the information from a
failed search to predict the success of the remain routes.
Pugh [Pug78] uses a minimum spanning tree approach
to find the optimal connection for multi-terminal nets.

Multi-layer VLSI Area Routing For modern
multi-layer VLSI technologies, pitch at different layers
of metal is usually different and therefore different grids
need to constructed for these metal layers. The multi
layer detailed router Echelon [GW96] constructs vir
tual grid graphs for each of the layer. Lee's maze router
is used to determine the approximate paths of each nets
without violating the grid capztcity. A layer assignment

step determines which segment goes on which layer.
This is formulated as a graph coloring problem and
solved using simulated annealing and tabu search.

5.1.1.3 Other Gridded Techniques In this sec
tion we discuss some techniques for routing single nets
which operate on a grid graph but do not use maze
running. A novel formulation, suggested by Cheng et
al. [CTY91], solves the problem of routing a net on
a routing grid by solving for potentials in a resistive
network. The routing grid is modeled as a unity re
sistive network (URN), with grid points as nodes and
unit resistances connecting adj£u:ent grid points. The
net source and sink nodes axe connected to the highest
and lowest potentials respectively. Obstacles are mod
eled by missing resistances, or by setting the obstacles'
potentials to the highest value in the URN. A route is
constructed by following the local maximum current
direction at each successive node, starting from the
source node. Buses and multi-pin nets are also han
dled.

Another gridded technique which uses an itera
tive framework tightly coupled with re-routing is
the "supply-demand" router proposed by Rosen
berg [Ros87]. It uses a Lagrangian relaxation based
discrete optimization formulation for routing each net.
A cost is computed for each grid point, bzised on its
"demand" (i.e. the number of nets routed through the
point) in the previous iteration. In each iteration, the
current set of unrouted nets are routed sequentially
(allowing routing violations) under their minimum cost
solutions. The costs of e8«:h grid point is updated based
on this routing. All non-conflict routes are frozen in
position and the remaining ripped up for potential re
routing in the following iterations.

The first technique incorporating cross-talk con
straints in an area routing frgtmework is reported in
[ZW97]. Here, the objective is to find the short
est route for a single two-terminal net on a multi
layer grid graph, subject to obstacle constraints and
crosstalk constraints from previously routed nets. The
problem is formulated as a Multi-Constrained Short
est Path (MCSP) problem, imder a simple crosstalk
model and shown to be NP-Complete. A convex pro
gramming based approximation algorithm is proposed
for MCSP which is solved by running Dijkstra's short
est path algorithm inside a Lagrangian multiplier re
laxation loop. The authors also suggest modifications
to handle multi-terminal nets and a more sophisticated
crosstalk model.
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Figure 4: Principle of Hightower's algorithm [Hig69]

5.1.2 Gridless Routing Techniques

5.1.2.1 Line Search and its Extensions The

earliest approaches proposed in this class, are based on
a technique called line search and were proposed inde
pendently by Mikami-Tabuchi [MT68] emd Hightower
[Hig69] respectively. Since the two are very similar in
spirit only the latter is reported here.

Hightower [Hig69] addresses the problem of routing
a two terminal net through a two dimensional maze of
obstructions. The essential idea of the proposed so
lution is to alternately grow one segment at a time
from the two terminals, till the two growing sub-routes
meet. At each expansion step the current segment is
extended till it hits obstructions. Then, using two ex
pansion techniques, an escape point is found on the
current segment, from which a perpendicular segment
can be drawn to escape the immediate set of obstruc
tions and hence continue the search. Figure 4 illus
trates this scheme. Since this approach makes a deter
ministic choice of the expansion segment at each step
without considering or recording all feasible choices, it
cannot guarantee finding a route if one exists and even
when it does find one it may be sub-optimal. Hence,
a post-processing step is added to locally optimize the
constructed route.

The Line Expansion procedure proposed by Heyns et
al. [HSB80] incorporates the idea of wavefrontpropaga
tion of Lee's algorithm into Hightower's gridless rout
ing framework (Figure 5). At each expansion step, in
stead of generating a single escape line, the approach
generates the borders of the zone (the expansion zone)
that can be reached by the set of all possible escape
lines drawn perpendicular to the current escape fine
(called the activity line). The expansion zone is ob
tained by expanding each grid point of the activity line.
It is stored in terms of its bounding segments, which
are used as activity lines for continuing the search.
The method always finds a path if one exists but can
be computationally expensive, owing to the grid-point

X2

Figure 5: Heyn's modification to Hightower's algo
rithm. The 2UT0WS indicate the direction in which the

active lines are being expanded [HSB80]

based generation of the expansion zone and £dso be
cause the number of activity lines can grow very large.
An attempt at partially alleviating this shortcoming
is the zone expansion algorithm proposed by Johns
and Hachtel [JH86]. Here, the escape line is not ex
panded grid-point by grid-point, rather the expansion
zone borders are created by an examination of the ob
stacle boundaries. A similar idea was used in the recur

sivepattern router (RPS) proposed in (SFH'''91] where
the algorithm recursively applies search patterns (in
stead of straight Unes) on eeich of the current search
lines till connection is made. "Self-looping" is avoided
by checking if any of the generated search lines overlaps
with any part of the route firom the stEirt pin. The pat
terns axe U, Z, L and I shaped (Figure 6). Most of the
above works employ a k-dimensional binary tree data
structure in their implementation. The first use of this
data structure, in a framework for gridless routing, is
credited to Lauther [Lau80].

In order to obtain a version of Lee's algorithm which
does not require the presence of a grid, Xiong and
Kozawa [XK81] make the observation that the wave-
front expansion can be emulated if the router keeps
track of the irregularities (or diffraction points) in the
layout. These irregularities can be the beginning of an
obstacle (which causes wavefront propagation to stop)
or the end of an obstacle (which causes the wavefront to
propagate in an additional direction). The algorithm
defines four quadrants (four different zones around the
source with different propagation rules). Once the
wavefront encounters em irregularity, it is diffracted
around that point. The first wave that reawihes the tar
get is the shortest path. The algorithm needs to store
only the diffraction boundaries, the obstacles and the
current wavefront. Since the waves travel only in one
direction in a quadrant, tracing back requires only the
knowledge of the diffraction boundaries. Later [Xio86]
extends this method to determine the difiEraction points
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Figure 6: Pattern Search

and boundaries directly from the geometry of the ob
stacles without explicitly propagating the wavefront.
The auxiliary lines required to determine the diffrac
tion boundaries rim along the obstacles and axe at a
minimum distance from them. Note that this method

does not require the presence of a grid. However,
this approach only finds the shortest path from source
to destination and cannot easily incorporate arbitrary
cost functions.

Implementation aspects of some of the above algo
rithms are discussed in [CI77] while [FMBS85] describe
extensions to handle multi-terminal nets and multiple
layers of interconnect.

5.1.2.2 Tile Expansion Bsised Techniques Tile
expansion routers use the corner stitching data struc
ture [Ous84] to represent the routing surface. In this
data structure, rectangular areas or tiles, which rep
resent empty as well as occupied space, Eire stitched
together at their corners like a patchwork quilt. Based
on the corner stitching data structure, [Ous84] gave
linear or constant time algorithms for common layout
tasks like searching, creation and deletion of tiles.

The earliest reported router based on the tile expsin-
sion algorithm is [MRG'*"87]. It finds a solution with
a minimum number of jogs, if it exists, but it assumes
a 2 layer routing surface. This scheme represents all
mask layers on a single tile plane. Consider a route be
ing constructed between source pin s and target pin t.
First, a working tree is created. The spaoe tile adjeicent
to the source pin in the horizontal (vertical) direction is
the root tile of the working tree. SpEw:e tiles adjacent to
it in the horizontal or vertical directions axe first level

children. For each of these tiles in turn, the space tiles
adjacent to them in the horizontal or vertical direction
Eure second level children Emdso on. The working tree is
traversed in a breadth first fashion until the tsirget pin
is reached. This scheme can be used for incremental

routing as well. This type of router is very similar to a
line expansion router. The disEidvantage of this scheme
is that routing and contEict layers are all combined on
to single tile plane, which is very fractured.

In [TCF92], the work of [MRG'̂ 87] is extended to
multiple layers. In this work, a H-V alternating router
is described. The router performs routes by a sequence
of alternating H and V tile expansions, with an A* ap
proach to guide the expansion of the sesu-ch tree. The
expansion has an additionsd factor in the cost function,
which can give rise to minimum manhattan distance
paths, or minimum bend paths. Just like [MRG'̂ 87],
it is guaranteed to find a solution if it exists. Un
like [MRG''"87], it uses one tile plane per routing layer.
Multi-terminal nets au-e routed by a net-forest tech
nique which expands paths from each pin in parallel
towEurds their center of mass.

Tile expansion routers axe conceptuEdly similar to
zone expansion routers. Even after the route path is
chosen, they provide the some flexibility in choosing
wire widths and spacings. The final choice of the route
can lead to greater fracturing of the routing space, and
must therefore be carefully mEide.

5.1.3 Hybrid Techniques

A hybrid approach proposed by Cohoon and
Richaxds [CR88] uses a combination of gridless fine
seEirch and grid-based wave expansion for routing a sin
gle two-terminEd net. SimilEir to Lee's algorithm, the
actual route is found through a shortest path seEuch
on a routing graph. However, the "grid graph" con
ventionally used Eis the routing graph is replaced by
Ein intersection graph formed by the intersection of a
set of escape segments. The set of escape segments is
generated using a line sweep technique borrowed from
the field of computational geometry. The modified grid
thus constructed is proved to be sufficient to captme
at least one optimal path. The optimsdity criterion is
a weighted sum of the wire length and the number of
bends. The results are extended to multi-layer routing.

5.1.3.1 Pattern Based Routing The general
idea behind pattern based routing is to store a small set
of pre-defined route shapes (patterns), potentially hav
ing psu'ameterizable elements, Eind then try to create a
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Figure 7: Parametric Pattern Routing [Asa82]

route for a given net by fitting one of the pre-stored
patterns to it. Although the schemes in this category
have been proposed in a gridded framework they are
equally applicable in a gridless setting.

The earliest use of this idea is credited to

Pugh [PugTS]. Here, a simple pre-processing step is
used to route simple connections first (before invok
ing the main routing engine) using predefined, non-
conflicting path shapes, without stctually searching for
a path. The connections chosen are those which are
likely to create the minimum degree of conflict. The
idea of pattern routing was extended by Soukup and
Fournier [SF79] into a .complete router. They used a
small set of patterns with the restriction that each pat
tern was allowed to have at most two "flexible" (exten
sible) segments. They observed that pattern routing is
very effective for routing regular structures (e.g. mem
ory busses) especially during the early stages of design.

The pattern router reported in [Asa82] constructs its
pattern set by enumerating the possible route configu
rations, allowing a certain maximum number of bends
or vias. For example the pin-pair of Figure 7(a) can
have at most eight routing conflgurations allowing at
most two vias, as shown in Figure 7(b). The length of
each of the segments is parameterized. To flnd routes
the router sequentially processes all pin pairs. For each
pin pair, it chooses a pattern serially from a ordered
set of patterns. For e2w:h pattern it generates all pos
sible routes by varying parameters systematically, and
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testing feasibility.
Pattern based routers, while incapable of finding

connections in a densely populated maze of obstacles,
can route easy connections really faist, with a judicious
choice of the pattern set. Since such easy connections
might form an appreciable fraction of the total connec
tions to be routed, we see pattern based routing as a
useful front-end step to the core routing scheme but
not a complete routing methodology in itself.

5.2 Segment Expansion Techniques

These techniques are motivated by the observation
that highest quality routing solutions are obtained
when all nets are simultaneously routed. This is ac
complished by routing small segments of the nets us
ing a possibly sequential routing algorithm and growing
these routed segments in each iteration. One of the ear
liest techniques along these lines is an adgorithm due
to Vintr. Vintr's algorithm, as reported in [SouSl],
uses a variant of Lee's algorithm to find routes, but
once a path is found only a specified fraction {cutoff
fraction or tail) of the net is routed from the source
and the target. These tails are not allowed to cross
over. At every iteration the tail size is increstsed and
the tails are ripped up and rerouted. This be^ic algo
rithm is modified in [ME95] to penaUze potential cross
overs. One version runs this algorithm up to a certain
value of the cutoff frziction and then switches over to

the A* algorithm. A similar idea is used in [Lun88]
where a scheduler applies a series of routing strate
gies to a queue of partially routed nets. Each strat
egy attempts to increcise the routed fraction of the
net. Strategies include coarse routing, region routing
(straight line wires), rii>-up routing, jog routing, push
routing, maze route (in congested areas). Initialization
is done by running coarse routing step, and ordering
nets based on a simple net complexity measure. As
a post-processing step point to point maze routing is
performed on complex problems, and some routes are
simphfied if possible. A corner stitched data structure
is used to represent obstzicles and routes.

The approach described in [DRR90] improves upon
Vintr's algorithm in the following way. It assigns differ
ent costs to crossing or touching the routed segments
of the nets based on the observation that crossing vio
lations are difiicult to fix compared to touching viola
tions. They also observe that if the completion of all
the nets is scheduled in a single iteration, it is virtually
impossible to complete that iteration. To avoid this
the completion of the routes is staggered. The nets
are prioritized into buckets. At iteration i, 100 x j%
(« < j) of the nets in the j"* bucket get routed.

The techniques described above expand segments
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from all the source and target pins that are to be inter
connected. There are techniques which select a set of
nets and perform segment expansion on just that set.
These techniques described here were originally pro
posed for MCM routing but can be readily used for IC
detailed routing. V4R [KC95] constructs routes with
a maximum of four vias. A four via net can have two

possible configurations as shown in Figure 8. The al
gorithm processes two layers at a time and processes
each layer-pair column by column. For each column c
the algorithm attempts to

• connect the right terminal of every net, whose left
terminad is in c, to an appropriate horizontal track
which is free between c and the column containing
this right terminal (madce right v-stub). Every net
for which this is possible is labeled type 1 and the
remaining ones are labeled type 2 (Figure 8).

• connect each type 1 left terminal in c to an appro
priate horizontal track (make left v-stub). Then
try to assign the main segment of type 2 nets
whose left terminal is in c.

• select the maximum subset of the unrouted v-

segments (main segments of type 1 nets, left and
right V segments of type 2 nets) and route them
in c

• extend the remaining left h segments of the un
routed nets to the next column

In each of the above steps, if any section of the net
is blocked, the net is ripped up entirely. Once all the
colunms have been processed, the unrouted nets are
then processed in the next layer-pair.

In an earlier work [KC92], a technique was presented
where only one layer is processed at a time and a planar
solution is generated for each layer. For all column
pairs, which have terminals, a maximum weighted non-
crossing matching is generated and used for routing. A
two layer maze router is called for routing the failed
nets. The unrouted terminals are propagated to the
next layer for processing.
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5.3 Hierarchical Techniques

Hierarchical routing techniques attempt to alleviate
the complexity of the routing task by viewing the rout
ing area at different levels of detail. Routes created at
the coarser levels are peissed down and refined in suc
cessive finer levels to yield the final routes at the lowest
(finest) level of the hierarchy.

The simplest kind of hierarchical techniques have
two levels of hierarchy; a global routing phase to as
sign an approximate topology to the routes and a de
tailed routing phase where each global route is turned
into a legetl physical route by examining the area of the
global route in full detail. In [SLS89] Lee's algorithm
is used in the global routing stage using track capac
ity to guide the wavefront expansion. In the initial
phase of the detailed routing, tr8u:k reservation is used
to restrict the search space. As the nets become dif
ficult to route in the current configuration, the router
frees up reserved tretcks starting from the least critical
nets. Soukup and Royle [SR81] and Pugh (Pug78] use
maze running for both global and detailed phases of
routing. Codar [TS88] uses a similar approach albeit
with a different method of performing the global and
detailed routing. In the global phase, multiple routes
are allowed to occupy the same physical spsice; these
are legalized in the detailed routing phase. A conges
tion map is maintained for the grid (multiply occupied
grid-points are given a higher congestion value). Global
routes are constructed by performing maze-running on
a coarse grid. The coarse grid is constructed by select
ing a few least congested tracks (in both horizontal and
vertical directions) from the routing grid, in a heuris
tic manner. The detailed routing is accomplished by
locally refining the routes through sequences of wire-
move operations. This is discussed in further detail in
Section 5.4.1. A similar approach is used by the Win
dow Pattern Router described in |TFS84].

Another popular approach to two-level hierarchical
routing is to perform global routing and then partition
the routing area into routing regions to be subsequently
detml routed. These detail routed regions are then
combined together to yield the complete routing solu
tion. This kind of methodology has been traditionally
used in conjunction with channel or switchbox routing
for the detailed routing phase. As discussed in Sec
tion 3 channel and switchbox routing seem to be less
promising techniques for DSM routing. However, the
divide and conquer methodology in which they sure used
still seems to be a promising framework for routing.
Two schemeswhich employ this framework are [FW96]
and [LTS98]. In (FW96] the routing area is hierarchi
cally decomposed into small regions and nets which lie
entirely in a region are routed using the V4R [KC95]
scheme (described earlier in Section 5.2). In the next



Figure 9: Mapping blockages and preferred routing re
gion down to next lowerlevel [LHT90], The dark shad
ing represents projected routing blockagesand the light
shading shows the projected preferred routing region.

iteration, the routing sub-regions are merged and un-
routed nets are routed using V4R. In the approach of
[LTS98] the chip area is divided into small routing re
gions by extending the boundaries of blockage are^. A
graph depicting this topology is constructed and global
routing performed on it using a steiner tree heuristic.
In the second phase, the area is partitioned into rout
ing regions {gboxes) for detailed routing. Each gbox
is a generalized switchbox, with pins and obstructions
at arbitrary locations. Detailed routing is performed
using a tile-expansion approach based on the A* algo
rithm, supported by a rip-up and reroute scheme.

Burstein and Pelavin [BP83] propose a top-down hi
erarchical scheme which starts with wiring a trivial 2x1
grid at the topmost level, then a 2 x 2 grid, a 4 x 2 grid
and so on. At e£u:h level of hierarchy the routing is
accomplished by partitioning the problem into a set of
2xN grid routing problems. The authors propose two
solutions to the problem of routing a set of nets in a
2x N grid; one based on a linear programming formu
lation and the other based on a min-cost steiner tree

construction. Another approach, proposed in [LHT90]
performs an initieJ bottom-up pass followed by a top-
down phase and uses wave-expansion based on Lee's
algorithm (see Figure 9). A quad tree data structure,
linking together a hierarchy of grids of increasing level
of coarseness, is used to represent the routing space.
The algorithm works in three phases :

1. Starting from the lowest level, perform k steps of
wavefront expansion from each of the terminals to
make a partial connection

2. Project up to the next higher level and repeat
step 1 till the connection is completed

3. Project down the connection path to a region at
the lower level. Complete detailed route at the
lower level, ais fax as possible within the projected
region and pass this onto the next lower level.
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5.4 Re-Routing Techniques

The approaches described in Sections 5.1, 5.3 and
5.2 attempt to cope with the complexity of the routing
problem by paxtitioning it into a set of smaller prob
lems. Owing to the sub-optimality inherent in such a
paxtitioning these techniques often lead to routing vi
olations, incomplete routing and globally sub-optimal
routes. Hence some form of re-routing is invariably
employed as a back-end to the core routing engine, fre
quently integrated with the actual router through an
iterative refinement scheme.

A variety of re-routing techniques have been pro
posed in literature. These approaches can be broadly
differentiated sdong two axes. Firstly, the techniques
can operate under either one of the following two mod
els of routing:

• Allow routing violations: These schemes al
low intermediate configurations with routing viola
tions (i.e. two or more connections routed through
the same physical space). They initially route
all nets, potentially creating some violations, and
then use an iterative rip-up and reroute scheme to
successively reduce violations.

• Allow only legal configurations : These meth
ods iterate the process of "legally" routing as
many connections as possible followed by ripping-
up or re-adjusting some of the routed connections
in an effort to route the failed nets, till all con
nections are routed or sill pending connections are
recognized as unroutable. In such a freimework
we can define a blocking situation, i.e. a situation
where the sequential routing of previous nets has
rendered the current net unroutable.

Secondly, the schemes differ on aspects of the rip-up
and reroute procedure itself, viz. (a) the rip-up cost
function (b) the algorithm for choosing connections to
be rerouted and (c) the method of re-routing the cho
sen nets. In the following we review the major develop
ments in re-routing, in the light of these three aspects.

In one of the earfier works addressing rip-up and
reroute, Rubin [Rub74a] proposed an iterative routing
framework which allowed routing violations but kept
track of the violations for each net through a scor
ing function. In each iteration, nets with the high
est penalty score were ripped up and rerouted. Later,
Linsker [Lin84] extended this approach using penalty
functions. A similax approach has been suggested in
(SCA94]. A more elaborate heuristic measure to se
lect the rip-up candidate has been proposed in [CS89].
Here, a combination of re-routability potential of the
net and a measure of the number of grid points of the
net reachable from the blocked net is used to select the
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Figure 10: Examples of weak modification [SSV87]

most eligible candidate for rip-up. In (AB77] AgrawaJ
and Breuer suggested a backtracking algorithm which
can possibly enumerate all alternate connections for
each net.

No single re-routing scheme works best for all situa
tions. Some initied work aimed at modeling and quan
tifying the efficacy of different re-routing schemes has
been done by Dees and Smith [DS81]. The authors
use statistical modeUng approaches to develop formu
las for ceJculation of expected completion rate and com
putational effort for different rip-up and reroute mech
anisms.

5.4.1 Shove and Route

A number of works MIGHTY [SSV871,
mSD [WLS93], CRACKER [GH89), CODAR [TS88]
and [DK82] propose a shove-aside or weak modification
strategy as an alternative to the rip-up version of
re-routing. Here, blocking nets (i.e. nets producing
routing violations) are locally perturbed or rerouted to
alleviate the violation. In [SSV87] the notions of weak
modification and strong modification are introduced
to correspond to shove-aside and rip-up and reroute
respectively. A weak modification implies a local
pushing of blockages in any one of four directions
(E,W,N,S) using one of three local moves, namely
unit push, jump push and point push (shown in Figure
10). To prevent an oscillatory condition, a history of
weak moves is maintained. The same weak move is

not recalled unless one of the associated nets has been

rerouted or at least one of the blocked connections

made. For the strong modification phase, a dynam
ically varying difficulty index is maintained for each
net (indicative of the re-routing ease of the net). A
minimum rip>-up cost path is computed for the blocked
net, where the rip-up cost function is based on the
number of nets ripped up, their associated difficulty
indices, length of the path and the number of visis. All
blockages on this path £u:e then ripped-up, the blocked
net routed, and the ripped-up connections scheduled
for routing.

This approach is extended in Codar [TS88]. Here the
move set contains a general wire-pushing operation that
moves a wire segment laterally and a number of more
complex primitives such as layer switching for moving
wire segments in the Z-direction, jog insertion for mov
ing only a part of a wire segment and small-area maze
routing for finding a legal path with many jogs in a
restricted eurea. A recursive search is conducted to find

sequences of moves that will reduce the number of rout
ing violations. At each level of the search a violating
segment is chosen and a number of locad moves tried
on it. If this legalizes the violation, the search back
tracks; if it creates more violations the search proceeds
recursively to those violations.

CRACKER [GH89] performs the initial routing by
a quasi-minimal rectilinear Steiner tree heuristic (dis
regarding all conflicts with other nets). The viola
tions are removed by performing connectivity preserv
ing transformations (emalogous to the concept of weak
modifications defined above). Three types of trans
formations axe employed, namely (i) layer change, (ii)
segment split (create a node connecting the two split
portions) (iii) segment move by one grid point.

5.4.2 Probabilistic methods

The routers presented in (MBE94](PROCORE) and
[LHT89] (SILK) propose solving the rip-up and reroute
problem in an iterative, probabilistic setting. The idea
is to initially route all nets, allowing routing violations,
and then probabilisticEilly allow the system to evolve
to a configuration without violations. In the tool SILK
[LHT89), this is accomplished by a simulated evolu
tion based approach. Each net is assigned a cost based
on the number of violations, number of vias and net
length. It has a probability of rip-up proportional to
its cost. In each iteration of the "evolution", a set
of nets are probabilistically ripped up and rerouted.
PROCORE [MBE94] uses a simulated annealing frame
work which is similar to SILK. The cost function here is

the number of routing violations. An annealing trans
formation consists of selecting an intersecting net at



random and trying to route it without obstructions.
If this is possible the move is accepted. Otherwise the
net is routed, allowing intersections with new nets (not
the old ones) and the move accepted with probability
exp(A/T) where A is the difference in cost function
and T the annealing temperature. In both these ap
proaches, a version of Lee's algorithm is used for the
actual routing.

In [SST96] Shirota et al. argue that routing viola
tions can be attributed to :

• Dependence of the solution on the routing order
of nets

• Local wire congestion due to concentration of
routes in certain regions of the routing space.

They propose a two-level hierarchical freunework for
rip-up and reroute which permits routing violations.
To correct violations caused by routing order, the SILK
methodology (described above) is used to perform a
local ripKUp and reroute. A global rip-up and reroute
phase is used to alleviate routing congestion based con
flicts. This phase employs a new measure of rip-up
cost for the nets, which indirectly reflects the routing
violation congestion in each region. The re-routing is
accomplished by means of a maze router operating on
a fragmentary coarse grid map (i.e. a coaxser grid map
where regions have been mapped onto grid points),
obtained through a congestion analysis of the routing
grid.

5.4.3 Computing a good Rip^up Set

One of the earliest works addressing this aspect is
due to Suzuki et al. [SMT086]. Given a blocking situ
ation, the authors define the notion of a minimal sep
arator. This is a minimal set of occupied grid-points,
at least one of which is used in every potential route
of the blocked net. A minimal separator can be eas
ily computed from a modified wavefront propagation
phase of Lee's algorithm. This can subsequently be
used to decide if ripping-up a given set of nets would
be sufficient to route the blocked net.

In more recent work, Raith et al. [RB91], propose a
novel solution to the problem of determining an "op
timal" set of connections to be ripped up in order to
alleviate a blocking situation. The optimality of the
rip-up set is measured in terms of its minimality and
on a heuristic measure of the re-routability potential of
the ripped-up nets. The current routing configuration
is represented by means of a hjqjergraph. The nodes
represent connected regions on the routing grid and hy-
peredges are routing connections, the removal of which
would connect the associated regions. The source and
target net points are also nodes in this graph. Simple
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source-target paths in this graph characterize "min
imal" rip-up sets. Re-routability potential of a net is
based on the density of connections in its vicinity. This
is ascertained by a scan of each net's surrounding rect
angle. A "best" rip-up set is calculated on this basis.

Rosenberg [Ros87] works with an iterative frame
work allowing routing violations. Given a routing con
figuration where each grid point may be occupied by
several nets and each net is assigned a rip-up cost based
on its violations, the objective is to choose a minimum
cost set of nets to be ripped up in order to remove all
violations. This problem is formulated as an integer
programming problem and solved using a set-covering
heuristic.

6 Accelerated Area Routing

Acceleration of area routing can either be achieved
using specialized hardware, or by mapping the routing
algorithm on to general purpose parallel computers.

In general, schemes which require the design of spe
cialized routing hardwaure, like hardware accelerators
or systolic acceleration schemes, have limited appeal.
These hardwatre routing systems have a fairly long de
sign time, and given the rapid pace at which faster
microprocessors are becoming available, a hardware ac
celerator is often slower thain the fastest available soft-

waire implementations. As a result, we do not cover
such schemes.

Lee's maze routing algorithm offers the most oppor
tunities for aicceleration, given its inherent parallelism
and regularity. Acceleration schemes for other routing
techniques have not been proposed.

Routing acceleration techniques are classified into
two broad categories.

6.1 SIMD Routing Accelerators

Single Instruction Multiple Data-stream (SIMD)
routing accelerators capture the intrinsic parallelism
of the maze routing algorithm, resulting in potentially
linear runtime for finding a path. In such schemes, each
Processing Element (PE) handles a subset of the grid
cells.

Some of these techniques proposed in this section
utilize massively parallel SIMD machines, utilizing
lightweight PEs. Others require one PE per grid point.
Yet others utilize a coarse-grained notion of paral
lelism, with less than one PE per grid point. However,
since the first two configurations use PEs with minimal
functionality, it is difficult to incorporate complex cost
functions like those which would be encountered in a

DSM setting. As a result, we believe that MIMD ar
chitectures, or SIMD architectures with coarser grained



parallelism will be favored over these massively pzirallel
SIMD architectures.

SIMD schemes are further classified based on their

interconnection network configuration.
Mesh Connected Machines. In most of these

schemes, each PE communicates with its four neigh
bors. Some examples are the Wire Routing Ma
chine (NHLV82], the DAP (Distributed Array Proces
sor) [Ads82], MAPLE [SKS"^90), the Iterative State
Machine Array (ISMA) [RR87], PRIAP (IV85], and
[Mik94] which handles 3-D maze routing. In general
this technique to handle 3-D routing can be used by
other hardware maze routers as well.

Toroidal Machines. The accelerated router in

[SMT086] has a twisted torus interconnection network.
A high utilization of PEs is obtained by interconnect
ing PEs in a twisted torus arrangement. In [KSS"*"90]
a accelerated maze router is described which is imple
mented in [SKS''"90] and [KFM95] on toroidal SIMD
machines.

Hexagonal Array Machines In [VM90] and
(VM93], a hexagonal mesh multi-computer with wrap
around connections is described. For a grid of size
and k layers, this configuration has a smaller (3A:G)
number of processors thsm a full grid machine (ArG^).

6.2 MIMD Routing Accelerators

Multiple Instruction Multiple Data-stream (MIMD)
techniques exploit parallelism which is typically coarser
in nature than SIMD parallelism.

The earliest MIMD maze routing ciccelerator is the
Wire Routing Meichine ([HNS81]), an 8 x 8 rectangu
lar array of mesh connected processors. In [WS88],
(KAE91] and [MP91], maze routing is performed on a
machine with a binary hjrpercube topology, with mes
sage passing as the form of inter-processor communi
cation. Strategies for mapping the maze routing al
gorithm onto hypercube architectures are discussed in
[YDB93]. Another important issue for MIMD rout
ing algorithms is synchronization, which is deteuled in
(WS88].

Parallel maze routing on a network of workstations
(NOW) is discussed in [SSH"^93). This maze router
hcLS a variable cost function, and handles multiple lay
ers. Routing violations are eliminated in a subsequent
rip-up and reroute step. Almost linear speedups sire
obtained with an increasing number of workstations.

A hierarchical routing algorithm is found in [SJA94],
which is different in that it partitions the problem hier
archically using a scheme like [BP83] but finally solves
each problem using maze routing. The formulation
allows parallelization of sub-problems, which are pro
cessed on a network of workstations.
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We believe that the parallel methods holding most
promise are those which map the routing problem on
a network of workstations. These methods, which
axe relatively simple to implement, show impressive
speedups, and require no special hardware.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a new routing methodology for DSM
technologies, and also reviewed possible techniques for
performing routing within this methodology. We con
tend that area routing would be the most prominent
routing technique since it can handle the unique rout
ing constraints in VLSI circuits of the future. We re
viewed techniques which have been used in VLSI rout
ing, as well 2is others from MCM and PCB routing
which are general enough to be extended to VLSI rout
ing. Since these techniques were originsdly proposed in
widely different contexts, we have not made any at
tempt to compare their specific results but have con
centrated on the algorithmic and methodological as
pects instead.
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